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Abstract
We examine to what extent and when multi-business firms internally redeploy workers between units. Research has emphasized that firms redeploy resources away from
industries in relative decline toward those with better prospects. We find multiple
patterns consistent with this theory, but also, surprisingly, that more than half of all
redeployments occur between establishments in the same five-digit industry — i.e.,
intra-industry redeployment. Moreover, redeployment is often associated with neither
business exit nor diversification, but rather, establishment openings in the firm’s existing industries. We argue that these patterns are consistent with the theoretical
notion of “internal inducements” — resource return advantages created by intra-firm
processes. Overall, our findings suggest that redeployment creates value not only in
the process of diversification but also by facilitating horizontal growth.
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INTRODUCTION

Given the prevalence and importance of multi-business firms in modern economies, the question of how they create value remains relevant to scholars and business practitioners. An
active literature, developed in recent years, suggests that multi-business firms create value by
having the option to redeploy non-financial resources across businesses (Helfat & Eisenhardt,
2004; Levinthal & Wu, 2010). In contrast to a traditional emphasis on value derived from
simultaneously sharing a resource across multiple businesses (e.g., Bailey & Friedlaender,
1982; Panzar & Willig, 1981), redeployment consists of shifting resources from one activity
to another. The ability to internally redeploy resources for which external markets are incomplete or imperfect implies new sources of competitive advantage. In particular, it can reduce
the costs of entering new businesses and exiting underperforming ones (Lieberman, Lee &
Folta, 2016) and afford firms greater flexibility to respond to changing market conditions
(Sakhartov & Folta, 2014, 2015).
Folta, Helfat & Karim (2016) summarize these theoretical developments and point out
the need to clarify key questions on the topic of resource redeployment. One priority is to
better understand to what extent firms actually engage in redeployment. Due to the scarcity
of data on internal resource movements, even stylized facts about redeployment are “sorely
needed” (Folta et al., 2016, p. 9). A second priority is to better understand when firms find it
profitable to withdraw a resource from one activity and use it in another. Firms incur costs
when redeploying resources and must therefore realize some incremental return. Theory
refers to return advantages in new over existing markets as “inducements” (Sakhartov &
Folta, 2015).
Research has emphasized differences in industry attractiveness as a key source of inducements (Levinthal & Wu, 2010; Sakhartov & Folta, 2015). The typical example is a firm
escaping an industry subject to negative shocks by redeploying resources into more attractive
ones (Anand & Singh, 1997; Helfat & Eisenhardt, 2004; Sakhartov, 2017).1 Recent empirical
1

For example, airlines recently responded to a collapse in demand due to the coronavirus pandemic by
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studies support this proposition (Belenzon & Tsolmon, 2016; Dickler & Folta, 2020; Giarratana & Santaló, 2020; Miller & Yang, 2016; Wu, 2013). However, other studies have noted
patterns of resource redeployment that do not neatly fit into the framework of inter-industry
return differences. For example, Ahuja & Novelli (2016) discuss redeployment opportunities
in single-business firms and Karim & Williams (2012) and Hannah, Brenner & Eisenhardt
(2016) describe the redeployment of resources between units in the same industry but in
different geographic markets. These patterns suggest that factors beyond relative industry performance can create inducements and position firms to create value from resource
redeployment.
In this study, we propose a second class of inducements — resource return advantages
that arise from firm-level processes. For example, a firm that accumulates resources in an establishment may face an inducement to redeploy resources away from it and toward newer,
or relatively resource-poor ones even if the origin business is well-performing. Moreover,
while such redeployment may occur between units in different industries or entail diversification, we argue that redeployment can be equally valuable among establishments in the same
industry and in support of the opening of new establishments in existing businesses — that
is, horizontal market expansion. While such internal processes, richly described by Penrose
(1959), have long been considered central to creating synergies from resource-sharing between businesses, they have not been explicitly incorporated into the literature on resource
redeployment. We build on Levinthal & Wu’s (2010) notion that firms internally allocate
resources based on their opportunity cost across activities. We show that this opportunity
cost can be decomposed into two underlying determinants: the relative price per unit of
output produced by each activity and the relative marginal product of a resource in each activity. Therefore, either changes in relative prices or changes in a resource’s marginal product
can create inducements. While price changes are frequently caused by external factors such
as changes in demand conditions, regulation, and technology, a resource’s marginal prodredeploying resources away from passenger travel and toward airfreight (Smith, 2020).
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uct will depend on internal factors, especially on differences in resource stocks across units
(Dierickx & Cool, 1989). Starting from an optimal allocation of firm resources, different
rates of resource accumulation or depletion among establishments, such as those resulting
from experience-based learning, can create inducements. Following Penrose (1959), we term
resource return advantages created by intra-firm processes “internal inducements” and distinguish them from return advantages created by changes in the external environment, or
“external inducements.”
Better incorporating internal inducements into redeployment theory is important because
they have several novel implications for when and how redeployment creates value. First,
internal inducements imply that industry-level performance differences are a sufficient, but
not a necessary, condition for redeployment. Rather, firms may redeploy resources between
units in the same product market or industry, thereby creating value through intra-industry
redeployment. More broadly, firms can redeploy resources to support not only diversification
but also geographic market expansion, i.e., growth. Second, internal inducements imply that
firms can profitably redeploy resources away from growing (or better-preforming) business
segments in addition to those that are underperforming or shutting down. Finally, they
imply that the types of resources firms redeploy will not only be those that face external
market frictions (such as hiring or firing costs) but also those that take time to accumulate
internally and for which markets are incomplete.
We empirically examine these predictions by measuring to what extent and when firms
redeploy one of their most valuable resources — workers. Using a rich employer-employee
matched dataset from Brazil, we observe each instance of workers moving between firm
establishments in a large sample of multi-business firms during the 2000–2014 period. We
find that worker redeployment is economically significant: for an average establishment-year,
12 percent of all incoming hires are workers redeployed from within the firm. In addition,
we find multiple pieces of evidence consistent with the presence of internal inducements,
including that more than half of all redeployments occur between establishments active in the
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same narrowly defined industry, that intra-industry redeployment is associated with higher
growth in the origin establishments, and that the workers most likely to be redeployed are
managers with firm-specific experience, especially when the redeployment is intra-industry.
In further tests, we show that new establishments that receive redeployed workers are more
likely to survive and that redeployed workers earn higher wages. These empirical results
are robust to various firm samples, model specifications, choices in the measurement of
redeployment, and controls for alternative mechanisms. Taken together, they both support
and extend redeployment theory; firms use redeployment to escape businesses with relatively
poor prospects, but also to enable horizontal growth by transferring capabilities and knowhow within the firm, especially to new establishments.
Our research makes three contributions to the discussion in corporate strategy on the
sources of competitive advantage in multi-business firms; specifically, to the emerging literature on resource redeployment (Folta et al., 2016; Helfat & Eisenhardt, 2004; Levinthal &
Wu, 2010; Lieberman et al., 2016; Sakhartov & Folta, 2014, 2015). First, we offer the most
direct evidence of resource redeployment to date across a large sample of firms. Our findings
support the view of redeployment as a widespread practice and potentially important source
of value creation. Second, we contribute a broader theoretical conceptualization of inducements that drive resource redeployment and highlight the underemphasized role of internal
inducements. Third, we provide empirical evidence that worker redeployment is widely used
not only for diversification but also for horizontal growth. Our findings suggest that insights from the theory of resource redeployment can be applied more broadly than typically
recognized — in particular, to understand how firms expand in their existing industries.
Our work also relates to a rich stream of research on employee mobility,2 which primarily focuses on inter -organizational worker mobility and its influence on organizational
outcomes (e.g., Almeida & Kogut, 1999; Campbell, Ganco, Franco & Agarwal, 2012; Coff,
1997) and on vertical, intra-organizational employee mobility — that is, employee promotion
2
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and advancement (e.g., Bidwell, 2011; Doeringer & Piore, 1971). We add to the few studies focusing on horizontal mobility within organizations (e.g., Belenzon & Tsolmon, 2016;
Karim & Williams, 2012) and highlight its role in transferring resources to their highestreturn use. In showing that lateral worker redeployment is widespread, our work invites
further conversation between the human capital and redeployment literatures.
From a managerial perspective, our results imply that having processes in place to facilitate worker redeployment across product segments and geographic locations may be an
important dynamic capability (Karim & Capron, 2016; Teece, Pisano & Shuen, 1997) that
enables not only diversification but also geographic and market expansion.

2

THEORY AND HYPOTHESES

In this section, we theoretically examine when resource redeployment is likely to occur. Building on the notion that it is triggered by differences in returns across activities, we highlight
a distinction between the commonly discussed “external” and the less-studied “internal”
inducements, showing how both fit within a framework of opportunity cost. We identify
differences in resource stocks as a key source of internal inducements and discuss firm-level
processes that create them. We present hypotheses informed by the premise of internal
inducements, which predict significant value creation potential from resource redeployment
even in the absence of firm diversification or changes in the industry environment.

2.1

Theoretical background

Resource redeployment — permanently withdrawing a resource from one activity and reallocating it to another within the firm (Folta et al., 2016; Helfat & Eisenhardt, 2004) — can
create value by enabling firms to allocate non-scale free resources to their highest marginal
return use and to do so more efficiently than the market does (Helfat & Eisenhardt, 2004;
Levinthal & Wu, 2010). For example, through redeployment, firms can reduce the costs of
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hiring or laying off workers (Belenzon & Tsolmon, 2016; Keum, 2020), reduce the magnitude of sunk costs associated with entry into a new business (Lieberman et al., 2016), and
avoid divestiture costs stemming from illiquid factor markets (Feldman & Sakhartov, 2021).
While the option of redeployment is valuable in itself, the act of redeployment is triggered
by a divergence in resource returns across activities, or inducements (Sakhartov & Folta,
2015). Understanding what factors create inducements is, therefore, critical to explaining
when redeployment creates value.
Research has focused on adverse, exogenous shifts in the industry environment as a source
of inducements. For example, early empirical work by Anand & Singh (1997) and Anand
(2004) discusses how declining demand in the US defense industries following the Cold War
led firms to increase acquisition activity and redeploy excess resources into more attractive,
related industries, such as corporate jets and commercial satellites. Wu (2013) provides
further evidence that firms in the medical device industry are more likely to diversify when
they face greater relative demand maturity in their current market, a pattern consistent with
resource redeployment from higher to lower opportunity cost uses. Consistent with industrylevel inducements, Miller & Yang (2016) show that product turnover — that is, exit from
some product markets and simultaneous entry into others — increases as the growth rates of
the product markets in the firm’s portfolio diverge. Highlighting another source of industry
shocks, Giarratana & Santaló (2020) focus on unexpected government regulation and show
evidence consistent with firms redeploying resources away from products negatively affected
by higher tax rates in the alcoholic beverage industry.3
Although changes in industry attractiveness are important, they do not account for the
full range of inducements. Building on the opportunity cost logic of Levinthal & Wu (2010),
we propose that a second class of inducements arises from firm-level processes, such as
learning by doing, that create differences in resource returns among units. While such
3

While most empirical work focuses on shocks to current industry returns, industry return correlation and
volatility also factor into the decision to redeploy because they affect the likelihood that the decision will
need to be reversed in the future (Sakhartov & Folta, 2015).
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processes have frequently been viewed as a potential source of synergies between businesses or
as a catalyst for diversification (Helfat & Eisenhardt, 2004; Penrose, 1959), we argue that they
can also create valuable opportunities for resource redeployment, including redeployment
among establishments active in the same industry. Next, we present a simple framework to
more formally show the two distinct sources of inducements.

2.2

Internal and external inducements

Consider a firm deciding how to allocate its stock of resources among two business activities
indexed by i = {x, y}, which may represent different industries or geographic markets. The
contribution of each activity to the firm’s profit is given by:

πi (r) = pi Qi (r) − ci (r)

(1)

where r is the amount of resources allocated to the activity, pi is the market price of a unit
of output of activity i,4 Qi is the quantity of output produced using resources r, and ci (r) is
the total cost attributable to r.
Profit maximization requires allocating each unit of resources to where its marginal return
is highest; in other words, to where the opportunity cost relative to any alternative use in
the firm is lowest (Levinthal & Wu, 2010). Therefore, the firm will compare the marginal
return to r in x,

dπx (r)
dr

x (r)
= px dQdr
−

dcx (r)
,
dr

to the marginal return to r in y.5 Assuming the

cost attributable to the resource is the same across alternative uses within the firm,6 the
opportunity cost logic dictates that the firm redeploy the resource from x to y if:

px

dQy (r)
dQx (r)
< py
− axy ,
dr
dr

4

(2)

Following Levinthal & Wu’s (2010) basic model, we take the price of output as given. They later make
prices endogenous by specifying the nature of market competition.
5
For simplicity, this presentation of the decision rule is static. A dynamic problem would involve representing
the marginal returns as expectations over multiple periods.
6
For example, in the case of human capital, this means that employees are paid the same wage in all activities.
Our conclusions do not depend on this assumption, but it simplifies the exposition.
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where axy represents adjustment costs, the one-time costs of transferring and adapting the
resource to a new use (Argyres, Mahoney & Nickerson, 2019; Helfat & Eisenhardt, 2004).
Equation 2 shows that, assuming a resource is optimally allocated, two underlying factors
can cause its opportunity cost to change and incentivize redeployment:
i. Changes in relative prices across activities (py /px ), which affect marginal revenue; and
y dQx
/ dr ).
ii. Changes in the relative marginal product of a resource across activities ( dQ
dr

Inducements created by changes in relative prices across industries may be caused by
multiple underlying mechanisms, including technological changes that alter the appeal of
products, entry or exit of major competitors, and government regulation. Each can affect
demand conditions and relative prices. Moreover, they will frequently arise independent of
the actions of any particular firm and are therefore largely exogenous to the firm. Drawing on
terminology originally used by Penrose (1959), we refer to resource return advantages driven
by relative price changes across products or industries as “external inducements.” Significant
research sheds light on resource redeployment in response to this source of inducements (e.g.,
Anand, 2004; Giarratana & Santaló, 2020; Miller & Yang, 2016; Wu, 2013).
However, Equation 2 shows that a second class of inducements can arise from changes in
the relative marginal product of resources across units. To better understand these relatively
under-explored inducements, consider marginal product in a Cobb-Douglas production function, in which the quantity of output depends on the input of a human capital resource r, a
complementary resource k (such as physical capital), and productivity A:

Q = Arα k β where α, β < 1.

The marginal product of r,

dQ
dr

= αArα−1 k β , will inversely depend on the stock of r,

which is the familiar notion of diminishing marginal returns. This highlights that all else
equal, the marginal product of a resource will be greater in units with a lower resource
stock. Moreover, starting from equilibrium (with resources optimally allocated to their
9
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highest return use within the firm), different rates of resource accumulation across units
over time — for example, due to different rates of resource acquisition or leakage (Dierickx
& Cool, 1989) — will change the marginal product of resources and create an inducement
that may lead to redeployment away from better-endowed and toward less-well-endowed
units. In contrast, higher levels of complementary resources and higher productivity will
raise a resource’s marginal product.7 We adopt the term “internal inducements” to refer to
this second class of resource return advantages stemming from differences in the marginal
product of resources across units.
To summarize, we propose two classes of inducements that may lead to resource redeployment: external inducements, arising from changes in relative industry conditions, and
internal inducements, arising from changes in a resources’ relative marginal product across
firm units. The distinction between internal and external inducements is important because
while both are likely relevant in practice, they have different implications for when and how
resource redeployment creates value and lead to different empirical patterns of redeployment.

2.3

Empirical implications for human capital redeployment

Here we consider the implications of the preceding discussion in the context of human capital
resources, which are “the training, experience, judgment, intelligence, relationships, and
insight of individual managers and workers in a firm” (Barney, 1991, p. 101). For example,
the firm may be deciding where to deploy a particular manager, in whose allocation “the
hurdle is not only some absolute metric of return as in a present value calculation; the criteria
becomes what is the best use of [their] firm-specific resources and capabilities” (Levinthal,
2017, p. 2582).8 This decision will be governed by Equation 2. Assuming that the worker was
7

Another possibility is that firms redeploy resources to share productivity-enhancing knowledge (Syverson,
2011). When it is possible to transfer productivity A via resource redeployment, this could create an
inducement and lead to redeployment toward less-productive units.
8
In the discussion that follows, we assume that the worker’s marginal return net of the cost of employing
her is positive (i.e., the “hurdle” is met), so that the firm retains the worker and faces the question of
whether to redeploy her. Online Appendix E addresses the possibility that current returns are low enough
to warrant dismissal.
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optimally allocated in the prior period, redeployment could be triggered either by relative
price changes in the industry environment or by firm-level processes that affect her marginal
product across units. Next, we describe two such processes that are likely common in the
context of human capital.
One internal process that can create internal inducements for human capital redeployment
is experience-based learning, or learning by doing (LBD). As workers acquire experience, they
accrue capabilities and know-how that allow them to produce at lower costs (Arrow, 1962;
Epple, Argote & Murphy, 1996; Rapping, 1965), at higher quality (Levitt, List & Syverson,
2013), and with greater speed or accuracy (Argote & Epple, 1990; Reagans, Argote & Brooks,
2005). If complementary inputs are fixed or opportunities to profitably expand scale at the
plant level are limited — for example, due to limited local demand — learning can lead to
what Penrose (1959, p. 60) calls the “unused productive services” of resources and Teece
(1982, p. 58) describes as “excess factor services over and above what is needed to meet
mangers’ requirements for organizational slack.” For example, a manager supervising a new
production line may have idle time once it is running smoothly.
Knowledge creation and its transfer is another process that can create internal inducements. Firms create valuable knowledge, much of which is tacit and embedded in workers
(Grant, 1996; Kogut & Zander, 1992; Polanyi, 1966). Knowledge transfer tends to be highly
localized as knowledge diffuses best over short distances (Almeida & Kogut, 1999; Galbraith,
1990). While knowledge is theoretically non-rival, knowledge transfer may necessitate the
transfer of rival resources, such as individual workers, machines, or technology (Kane, Argote & Levine, 2005; Kogut & Zander, 1996; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998; Nonaka & Takeuchi,
1995; Szulanski, 1996). The opportunity to transfer knowledge from the unit in which it is
created to a unit lacking it creates another internal inducement. Although the origin unit
loses the worker’s productive services, the destination unit gains those services and her embedded scale-free knowledge; hence, all else equal, the relative return in the destination is
higher (Nelson & Winter, 1982). The possibility to transfer and diffuse firm-level capabilities,
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managerial practices, operational processes, and firm culture, can therefore create internal
inducements and lead to the redeployment of workers.
While we have just described two potential sources of internal inducements that may lead
to human capital redeployment — learning by doing and knowledge creation and transfer —
this list is not exhaustive. Internal inducements could result, for example, from differential
rates of human capital leakage or different rates of depreciation of organizational knowledge
across establishments (Darr, Argote & Epple, 1995; Dierickx & Cool, 1989). They could
also result from negative events, such as a firm learning that an employee is a misfit with
their current team or a complementary input, but may be a better fit elsewhere.9 Internal
processes such as learning, knowledge creation, and resource leakage are notoriously difficult
to observe and to measure directly, especially in large samples of firms. Therefore, in order
to empirically evaluate the role of internal inducements, we develop hypotheses around the
likely empirical patterns of human capital redeployment triggered by internal inducements,
noting in each case how they may differ from the expected empirical pattern of redeployment
triggered by external inducements. These are summarized in Table 1 and described next.
[TABLE 1 about here.]

2.3.1

Where are resources redeployed to?

Resources underutilized in their current use, due to learning or knowledge creation, are especially likely to be redeployed to new establishments, which typically have low resource stocks
and are thus often most in need of firm-specific knowledge and most receptive to learning
(Baum & Ingram, 1998). Redeployment to new businesses is also consistent with external
inducements. A firm experiencing a downturn in one industry may seek greener pastures by
entering another. However, internal and external inducements will likely motivate expansion
along different dimensions. While external inducements motivate redeployment concurrent
with entry into new businesses (diversification), internal inducements will be especially likely
9

We thank an editor for pointing out this theoretical possibility.
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to motivate redeployment concurrent with horizontal expansion in existing businesses.

10

The main reason that we expect firms to be more likely to redeploy resources to new
establishments in the same industry than to new, diversifying establishments relates to adjustment costs (Helfat & Eisenhardt, 2004). Human capital can be industry-specific (Neffke
& Henning, 2013; Starr, Ganco & Campbell, 2018), and a firm’s capabilities and knowledge are most applicable in the industries in which it already operates. Building on these
same premises, Mishina, Pollock & Porac (2004) also theorize that human resource slack can
be more readily used for market expansion than for product expansion. In contrast, when
firms diversify, they often complement and combine existing knowledge with new sources of
knowledge — often externally acquired (Katila & Ahuja, 2002; Karim & Mitchell, 2004). We
therefore hypothesize:
Hypothesis 1a. Worker redeployment is more likely concurrent with new establishment openings than in other periods.
Hypothesis 1b. Worker redeployment is more likely when new establishments are in
one of the firm’s existing businesses (horizontal expansion) than in businesses that are
new to the firm (diversification).

2.3.2

Where are resources redeployed from?

Internal inducements also imply novel predictions regarding patterns of performance at the
origin unit of redeployed workers. Specifically, internal inducements should motivate redeployment from high-performing establishments, as these are likely to enjoy the highest rates
of learning, knowledge creation, and resource accumulation. In contrast, external inducements are likely to motivate redeployment away from establishments with (relatively) weak
performance. While the origin establishment won’t necessarily close, we are likely to observe
10

It may be that low marginal returns in a resources’ current use motivate firms to open new establishments.
Alternatively, it may be that openings, motivated by other factors, create a wedge in the marginal return
to a resource in an existing use relative to the new use. Regardless of the direction of causality, we are
likely to observe significant redeployment concurrent with establishment openings. In Online Appendix E,
we discuss the potential for slack resources to motivate openings and the implications for our analysis.
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“either a partial or complete reduction in the amount of [the firm’s original activity]” (Helfat
& Eisenhardt, 2004, p. 1221). Thus, when external inducements motivate redeployment, we
expect that the origin will be relatively underperforming and likely downsizing.
Internal inducements can lead to redeployment both within and across industries. However, we expect observed cross-industry redeployments to contain a greater share of redeployments triggered by external inducements. Therefore, to make our empirical prediction
sharper, we contrast intra- and inter-industry redeployments and theorize that:
Hypothesis 2. Intra-industry redeployments are associated with significantly better
performance in the origin business relative to inter-industry redeployments.

2.3.3

Which resources are redeployed?

Finally, the notion of internal inducements also has unique predictions for the type of human capital most likely to be redeployed. Knowledge acquired through learning by doing
can be embedded in individual employees (Argote, Lee & Park, 2020). Furthermore, firms
accumulate organizational knowledge by embedding individual knowledge in organizational
repositories, such as culture and routines. Embedded organizational knowledge can persist
even if the individual departs. By redeploying an employee, therefore, the firm can benefit
from her knowledge at the destination without loosing it at the origin; a condition which
may create an internal inducement. Compared to other types of workers, managers are
most likely to have knowledge of organizational routines, practices, and culture (Nonaka &
Takeuchi, 1995). Moreover, “Managerial resources with experience within the firm. . . by definition, cannot be acquired from the market” Penrose (1959, p. 236). Therefore, we expect
that:
Hypothesis 3a. Managers have the highest likelihood of being redeployed.
Hypothesis 3b. Firm-specific experience increases an employee’s likelihood of being
redeployed.
In contrast, in response to external inducements triggered by relative industry decline,
14
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firms will be more likely to redeploy workers who face worse external market prospects
and workers with higher firing costs (such as unionized workers), especially in countries
with stronger employment protection (Belenzon & Tsolmon, 2016). Consistent with this,
in a study of worker redeployment following establishment closures, Tate & Yang (2015)
find that managers were less likely to be redeployed within the firm than other employees.
Assuming that external inducements are (albeit imperfectly) correlated with inter-industry
redeployments, we expect that:
Hypothesis 3c. Firm-specific experience and being a manager are more important
determinants of intra-industry redeployment than of inter-industry redeployment.

3

DATA

Our primary data source is the Relação Anual de Informações Sociais (RAIS), a mandatory, annual census of all formal-sector employers and their employees in Brazil. These data
are collected by the Ministry of Labor and Employment of Brazil to support various social
insurance programs and contain detailed information on the wages, occupation, and demographics of workers along with the industry and location of employers. Importantly for our
purposes, RAIS provides unique identifiers for each worker, establishment, and firm. These
allow us to link workers to establishments and establishments to their firm and therefore to
observe workers moving between firm establishments over time.11
In order to broadly characterize the phenomenon of redeployment, we identify the population of firms in RAIS that operated establishments in multiple industries for at least
one year between 2004 and 2014 — that is, multi-business firms — which yields an initial
sample of 74,255 firms. Following Villalonga (2004), we next exclude firms whose primary
industry, based on share of total payroll, is in the financial sector, domestic services, or noneconomic and government-related activities such as public administration, education, and
11

Each establishment is identified in RAIS with a unique 14-digit Cadastro Nacional da Pessoa Jurı́dica
(CNPJ) tax ID number. The first eight digits of the CNPJ identify the firm.
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international organizations.12 We also exclude temporary employment agencies and firms in
the retail sector due to concerns about the measurement of business establishments.13 We
limit our analysis to multi-business firms, so that our sample consists of firms with both
intra- and inter-industry redeployment options. This allows us to test hypotheses contrasting redeployment within and between industries while controlling for firm-level heterogeneity.
Lastly, we exclude the first and last years of our sample because we cannot observe redeployments occurring between years for the initial and final sample year. This results in a
final sample of 32,415 firms with 119,420 unique establishments. Panel A of Table 2 provides
summary statistics for the sample of firms. The average (median) multi-business firm has
3.8 (2) establishments in 2.2 (2) unique industries.14
[TABLE 2 about here.]

3.1

Dependent variable: Worker redeployment

We code redeployment at the employee-year level as an instance in which a worker switches
between establishments in the same firm either between the first and last month in a year or
from one year to the following calendar year.15 We refer to a worker leaving an establishment
as outward redeployment and a worker joining an establishment as inward redeployment; each
inward redeployment necessarily has a matching outward redeployment. This distinction
allows us to differentiate the characteristics of establishments that send workers elsewhere in
the firm from those of establishments that receive workers. We further code a redeployment as
12

Industries in the data are identified using the five-digit Classificação Nacional de Atividades Econômicas
(CNAE) code. This classification scheme is more detailed than the SIC — the scheme used, for example, by
Tate & Yang (2015) — and slightly less detailed than NAICS. We use version 1.0 of the CNAE. For more
information, see http://biblioteca.ibge.gov.br/visualizacao/livros/liv2314.pdf. We exclude all
entities with a primary 2-digit CNAE industry code of 65, 67, 75, 80, 91, 92, or 99.
13
Conversations with the Brazilian Institute for Applied Economic Analysis indicate that a practice in this
sector is to equate a cash register with an establishment.
14
Table 12 in Online Appendix A shows the industry sectors represented in the sample.
15
In cases in which workers simultaneously hold more than one position, we identify the highest-paying one
within each firm-month pair, a practice consistent with prior research (Helpman, Itskhoki, Muendler &
Redding, 2017; Menezes-Filho, Muendler & Ramey, 2008; Muendler, Rauch & Tocoian, 2012; Poole, 2013).
In our sample of workers, only 0.7 percent of observations have second/duplicate jobs.
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within-industry if it occurs between establishments which report the same five-digit industry
code and as between-industry if they report different codes.
One concern about this procedure is that workers may relocate across establishments of
the same firm when they are promoted, but such movements are distinct from the redeployment of resources in the corporate strategy literature. In a robustness section, we conduct
separate analyses of our data excluding likely promotions. Less than 10 percent of the crossestablishment moves in our data resemble promotions and excluding them from the analyses
does not meaningfully affect the results.

3.2

Other variables

Firm-level variables. We code an Opening at the establishment level as an indicator
variable for the first year an establishment appears in our data, which is also the first year
it has any employees. We similarly code Closing as an indicator variable for the year an
establishment disappears from our data, which is also when it ceases to have employees.16
We sum these variables at the firm-year level to calculate Openings and Closings. We code
an opening as Diversification when the new establishment reports a five-digit industry code
that does not exist in the firm and as Horizontal Expansion when it reports an industry
code already used by at least one other establishment in the firm. Diversification accounts
for 50 percent of the establishment openings in our sample of multi-business firms.
We measure Firm Employees as the sum of the number of workers employed in a firm’s
establishments at year-end and Firm Unique Employees as the count of unique workers
employed by the firm’s establishments during the course of the year.17 To measure Firmindustry growth, we calculate the change in the firm’s total year-end employment in a five16

Establishments are unlikely to appear and disappear from the data for reasons other than opening and
closing. The reasons an establishment can change tax identifier are very limited (Muendler et al., 2012).
Nevertheless, in Online Appendix C we describe additional steps to identify potential misclassification of
Opening. Excluding these observations does not meaningfully affect the reported results.
17
We use Unique Employees to quantify the percentage of workers at the establishment who are redeployed
— that is, as the denominator when analyzing redeployment as a share of employees.
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digit industry between successive years, following Davis, Haltiwanger & Schuh (1996).18 We
calculate Firm-industry-region growth similarly, though summing over the firm’s employment in a focal five-digit industry and local labor market.19 These variables measure which
businesses and markets are growing and shrinking within the firm.
Establishment-level variables. Panel B of Table 2 provides additional establishmentlevel statistics. Establishment Age is the number of years since the establishment first appeared in RAIS.20 We code workers who join an establishment they did not work at the
previous year as New Hires. A new hire can join an establishment via redeployment, from a
different firm, or from non-employment. We classify workers employed by an establishment
in a current year but not the next year Separations; they may be redeployed to another
establishment, switch firms, or stop working.
Worker-level variables. RAIS contains information on several worker attributes, including age, gender, education, occupation, and wages. We use the first digit of the occupation code to classify workers into four occupational categories: Managers, Professionals,
Technicians and Administrators, and Service and Production workers.21 When analyzing
wages, we use the log of the worker’s real hourly salary in 2008 reais. The longitudinal
nature of the data and the stability of worker identifiers across years allow us to calculate
workers’ prior experience. We measure Firm experience by aggregating the total number of
months a worker has been active at a firm over all available years of RAIS. Similarly, Industry
experience is the worker’s total experience in the establishment’s CNAE industry, whether
with the focal firm or other firms. Table 3 provides summary statistics for the worker-level
variables.
Et −Et−1
The growth rate measure from Davis et al. (1996) is gt = 1 (E
, where Et is employment in period t.
t +Et−1 )
2
19
Our definition of a local labor market is a Brazilian microregion, which is a group of contiguous municipalities, roughly the size of US commuting zones, defined by the Brazilian Institute of Geography and
Statistics (IBGE). As of 2010, Brazil was divided into 557 microregions.
20
The first year of RAIS that we have access to is 1992, which means we can only reliably determine the age
of establishments opened in 1993 or later. Fortunately, this limitation results in right-censored ages for
only 1.6 percent of establishments in our sample.
21
Further detail about the occupation codes used in Brazil and our classification of workers into occupational
categories is provided in Online Appendix B.
18
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[TABLE 3 about here.]

4

RESULTS

Before testing the hypotheses, we present descriptive facts that shed light on the extent
of worker redeployment. In an average establishment-year, 5 percent of all employees and
12 percent of newly hired employees are workers redeployed from within the firm (Table 4).
This share is significantly higher for new establishments, which source, on average, 26 percent
of their initial employees through redeployment. This is not because new establishments are
small, but rather, as Figure 1a shows, because they account for a disproportionate share of
all observed redeployment. Establishments in their opening year account for 12 percent of
all hiring in our sample, but for 30 percent of all inward redeployment. The ratio of inward
redeployment to establishment size and hiring quickly drops off after the opening year,
becoming roughly proportional to establishment size and hiring. Figure 1b, in comparison,
shows a less pronounced pattern for outward redeployment from closing establishments,
which account for 11 percent of separations and 16 percent of all outward redeployment.
Thus, while the firms disproportionately redeploy workers from closing establishments, more
than 80 percent of outward redeployments originate in establishments that are not closing.
[TABLE 4 about here.]
[FIGURE 1 about here.]
Table 5 summarizes whether the establishments receiving redeployed workers operate
in the same industry as the establishments sending them. It shows that 55 percent of all
redeployments take place between establishments in the same five-digit industry code, with
an even higher share – 68 percent – for new establishments in the firm’s existing industries
(Column 3). Even when firms close establishments, 54 percent of the workers are redeployed
to other establishments in the same five-digit industry.
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To check whether the prominence of within-industry redeployment is mechanically driven
by properties of the sample, we provide a breakdown of potential redeployments in the
bottom half of Table 5. For example, in a firm with three establishments, each worker has
two potential redeployments. If one of these is in a different industry, then the probability
of a random cross-industry redeployment would be 0.5. The average of this probability
over workers represents the share of redeployments that would be cross-industry if workers
randomly switched establishments within their firms. Rows 3–4 of Table 5 show that if
employees moved randomly within the sample, 36 percent of such movements would be
within industry and 64 percent would be across industries. In fact, the observed rate of
within-industry relative to cross-industry redeployment is higher than would be expected.
[TABLE 5 about here.]

4.1

Where are resources redeployed to?

Next, we formally test the hypotheses (1a–1b) that inward worker redeployment is more
likely concurrent with new establishment openings, especially if the opening is in an existing
business (a horizontal expansion) rather than a business that is new to the firm (diversification). To do so, we estimate the following establishment-level model:

RedepInijt = β1 Openingit + β2 Openingit × Same Industryijt + γ 0 Xijt + αi + λt + it , (3)

where RedepInijt is inward redeployment as a share of employment at establishment i in
industry j and year t. The variables of interest, Openingit and Same Industryijt , measure
whether an establishment opened in year t and whether it operates in one of the firm’s
existing industries rather than an industry new to the firm.22 The vector Xijt consists of
control variables, including firm age, the firm’s establishment count, industry count, and size
(log employees). The parameters αi and λt are establishment and year fixed effects, which
22

The effect of Same Industryijt alone is not separately identified from the establishment fixed effect, αi .
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absorb other establishment- and year-specific determinants of redeployment. We cluster
standard errors by establishment.
[TABLE 6 about here.]
Table 6 presents the results of the model. Consistent with the summary statistics shown in
Table 4 and Figure 1a, firms engage in more redeployment when opening new establishments.
The coefficient in Column 1 implies that the share of redeployed workers is 21 percentage
points higher in an establishment’s opening year than in all other years. The results in
Column 2 further show that firms are more likely to redeploy workers when opening new
establishments in their existing industries than when they diversify; redeployment as a share
of employees increases to 26 percentage points when firms open establishments in their
existing industries and falls to 16.5 percentage points when they diversify.23 These results
support Hypotheses 1a and 1b.
To explore whether this effect is concentrated in the opening year or persists, we estimate
a version of Equation 3 on the sample of new establishments that interacts an indicator for
each post-opening year with the Same Industryijt measure of horizontal expansion. This
model measures the propensity of new establishments to receive redeployed workers in their
post-opening years depending on whether they are engaged in diversification or in expansion.
Figure 2 plots estimates from the models and, consistent with Hypothesis 1b and Table 6,
suggests that the tendency to redeploy more to establishments in existing industries is not
confined to the opening year, but persists for several years.
[FIGURE 2 about here.]
Overall, our analyses that focus on establishments receiving redeployed workers (the “destinations”) show that inward worker redeployments are concentrated in new establishments;
in particular, those that represent expansion in the firm’s existing industries.
23

Half of new establishment openings in our sample are diversification events.
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4.2

Where are resources redeployed from?

Next, we consider the characteristics of the establishments that send workers to other units
(the “origins”) and test the hypothesis that intra-industry redeployments are associated
with significantly better performance in the origin business relative to inter-industry redeployments (Hypothesis 2). To do so, we examine establishments’ outward redeployment as
a function of whether their industry is shrinking or growing within the firm:

RedepOutif t = βGf j(i)t + δ 0 Xit + αi + λt + if t ,

(4)

where RedepOutif t is outward redeployment (cross-industry, within-industry, or both) as a
percentage of employees at establishment i of firm f in year t. The variable of interest, Gf j(i)t ,
is employment growth of firm f in industry (or industry-region) j in year t; it measures
the extent to which a firm is expanding or contracting employment in establishment i’s
business.24 The vector Xit contains the same controls used for the analysis of openings
(Equation 3 and Table 6). As already shown above, establishments receive more redeployed
workers when opening and redeploy more to other establishments when closing. Here, we
control for these variables to analyze the relationship between redeployment and business
performance in ongoing establishments. The parameters αi and λt are establishment and
year fixed effects.
Estimates from the model are shown in Table 7. Column 1 suggests there is no strong
relationship between growth and total redeployment; the estimated coefficient on firmindustry growth is small and statistically not different from zero. However, this estimate
does not account for possible differences in redeployment between versus within industries.
In Columns 2–3, we separately estimate the model in Equation 4 for between-industry and
within-industry redeployment. These estimates imply that when firms are growing in an
industry, they are less likely to redeploy workers to other industries (Column 2), but more
24

We use employment growth as a proxy for performance. Alternative measures of firm performance in
individual industries are not available in our data.
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likely to redeploy workers to other establishments within the same industry (Column 3).
The results for cross-industry redeployment (Column 2) imply that when firms double
employment in an industry, redeployment to other industries decreases by 1.2 percentage
points, roughly a 50-percent reduction in cross-industry redeployment as a percentage of
employees. This tendency to redeploy less across industries when a business is growing is
consistent with theories that emphasize redeployment as a way to shift resources towards
relatively better-performing businesses (e.g., Anand, 2004; Sakhartov, 2017; Wu, 2013).
The results for within-industry redeployment (Column 3), in contrast, imply that doubling employment is associated with a 1.3-percentage-point increase in within-industry redeployment, roughly a 60-percent increase in average within-industry redeployment. This
pattern is consistent with Hypothesis 2 and suggests that firms redeploy not only when
escaping relatively underperforming businesses but also when growing existing businesses.25
Columns 4–6 show a similar pattern in which growth is calculated by firm-industry-region.
Figure 3 is a binned scatterplot of the relationships estimated in Table 7 and underscores
the strength of the associations between outward redeployment and growth in a focal establishment’s industry. Importantly, the figure and regression results show how an analysis
that does not account for both cross- and within-industry redeployment may uncover little
relationship (Column 1) or even a negative relationship (Column 4) because growth has an
opposite relationship with the two types of redeployment.
[TABLE 7 about here.]
[FIGURE 3 about here.]

4.3

Which resources are redeployed?

Finally, we turn our attention to the type of workers that are redeployed and test the
hypotheses that employees with high levels of firm-specific experience and managers are
25

We examine the relationship between redeployment and the survival of new establishments in later results;
see Table 9.
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more likely to be redeployed (Hypotheses 3a–3b) and that these attributes are especially
predictive of intra-industry redeployment (Hypothesis 3c). To do so, we estimate a linear
probability model of outward redeployment as a function of worker characteristics:26

0

RedepOutwit = δ Xwit +

N
k −1
X

βk 1(Kwit = k) + αi + λt + wit ,

(5)

k=1

where RedepOutwit is an indicator for worker w being redeployed out of establishment i in
year t, and the vector Xwit includes the measure of the worker’s firm-specific experience,
as well as additional worker- and establishment-level controls that may affect redeployment
(education, wage, age, gender and establishment size).27 The βk terms capture the association between different occupation types (Kwit ) and redeployment; for example, Kwit = 1 for
managers, Kwit = 2 for professionals, and so on. The final terms, αi and λt , are fixed effects
for the establishment and year, respectively.
[TABLE 8 about here.]
Parameter estimates for the model appear in Table 8. The estimates in Column 1 indicate
that managers are most likely to be redeployed and that the probability of redeployment
declines moving down the organizational hierarchy. Managers are 2.5 percentage points more
likely to be redeployed than service and production workers — the omitted job category.28
The coefficient on firm-specific experience in Column 2 is also positive; a one-standarddeviation increase in firm-specific experience (four years) increases the probability of being
redeployed by 0.16 percentage points, equivalent to a 5-percent increase in the probability
26

We use the linear probability model (LPM) for computational reasons and to control for unobserved,
establishment-level determinants of redeployment using fixed effects. Although predictions from the LPM
can be outside [0, 1], Angrist & Pischke (2009) and Wooldridge (2010) explain that estimates of average
marginal effects (our quantity of interest) from the LPM are usually close to those from nonlinear models
such as logit. In robustness checks, we estimate average marginal effects using a logit model and find they
are similar to those based on the LPM (see Online Appendix D).
27
The same worker can be redeployed multiple times; e.g., a worker could be redeployed to establishment 1
in year t and to establishment 2 in year t + 1. In our sample, 17 percent of redeployed workers have more
than one redeployment and the mean (median) time between successive redeployments is 1.7 (1) years.
28
Managers make up only 3 percent of all workers, but account for 6 percent of all redeployments. Service
and production workers, by comparison, are 68 percent of all workers and 53 percent of redeployments.
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of redeployment. Column 3 shows that these relationships hold when both variables are
included in the model.
To test the hypothesis that being a manager and having firm specific experience have
greater positive effects on the likelihood of redeployment within the same industry (Hypothesis 3c), we estimate versions of Equation 5 in which the dependent variable is limited to
either within-industry or cross-industry redeployment.29 The results are in Columns 4–5 of
Table 8. They show that the relationship between hierarchy and redeployment is stronger
within-industry. Similarly, the effect of firm-specific experience is stronger in the withinindustry model; the increase in the probability of within-industry redeployment from an
additional year of firm-specific experience is nearly 8 times greater than the increase for
cross-industry redeployment.30
Overall, the results in Table 8 show that managers and employees with more firm-specific
experience are more likely to be redeployed, supporting Hypotheses 3a–3b. This is especially
true for within-industry redeployments (Hypothesis 3c).

4.4

Further evidence: redeployment and performance

In this section, we further explore mechanisms driving worker redeployment by examining the empirical relationship between redeployment and establishment- and worker-level
performance outcomes. Our argument that firms redeploy workers in order to internally
transfer capabilities and knowledge suggests that establishments receiving redeployed workers should perform better, especially if the redeployed workers have considerable firm-specific
experience. Further, redeployed workers should capture some economic surplus from being
redeployed in the form of higher wages. We would not expect these same predictions to
hold for firms redeploying workers to avoid firing costs and frictions. In such cases, benefits
29

We estimate the models jointly, as a multi-equation system, to recover the covariances of the coefficients
across models. This allows us to formally test whether the effects of the independent variables of interest
are larger in the case of within-industry redeployment.
30
The differences between within- and cross-industry redeployment are statistically significant at the 0.01
level.
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should accrue to the firm in the form of lower firing costs but not necessarily to the receiving
establishment. Moreover, retained employees who avoid being laid off should benefit from
greater job security but not higher wages. Therefore, we examine the empirical relationships
between redeployment, establishment survival, and employee wages.

4.4.1

Redeployment and new establishment survival

Given the prevalence of redeployment to new establishments documented in the results
section (Table 6 and Figure 1a), we analyze the survival of the 30,381 new establishments
opened between 2005 and 2011.31 Their exit rate is high: 32 percent exit before the end of
their third year. Using a Cox proportional hazard model, we investigate whether receiving
more redeployed workers in the establishment’s opening year is associated with a lower
likelihood of exit.32 Then, while controlling for inward redeployment, we investigate whether
the mechanism driving any relationship between redeployment and establishment survival is
the managerial and firm-specific experience of redeployed workers.
Two challenges in conducting this analysis are the potential for reverse causality and for
omitted variable bias. Most theoretical explanations for redeployment assume that firms
redeploy resources toward units positioned for superior performance. Therefore, a positive
relationship between redeployment and performance could stem from endogenous targeting
of employees to the best establishments. Additionally, measured redeployment may proxy
for other unobserved determinants of establishment performance, such as the firm’s overall
quality. We address these possibilities to the best of our ability by including a rich set of
opening year, state, and five-digit industry fixed effects in the Cox model, which allow us
to compare establishments facing similar business conditions that receive different amounts
of redeployment. We further complement the Cox model with a linear probability model
(LPM), which allows us to include more high-dimensional opening-year-state-industry fixed
31

We use 2011 as the last year for this sample in order to observe new establishments for a minimum of three
years after opening.
32
The hazard function in the Cox model is assumed to take the form: Hi (t) = H0 (t)e(β1 x1 +β2 x2 +...) , where
H0 is the baseline hazard and the x’s are covariates.
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effects. To address omitted variable bias, we control for firm characteristics that are likely
correlated with quality: age, size (employment), number of establishments, number of industries, and whether the firm closed any establishments — all measured in the establishment’s
opening year. We also control for whether the establishment opening is a diversification
event, as we saw that firms redeploy more to non-diversifying ventures (Table 6). Our control for initial establishment size (log employees) is conservative since a mechanism through
which redeployment could affect performance is by facilitating a larger initial size.33
[TABLE 9 about here.]
Column 1 of Table 9 reports the estimated beta coefficients of the Cox proportional hazard
model, with establishment exit during 2005–2014 as the dependent variable. The coefficient
on redeployment intensity in Column 1 — measured as the share of redeployed workers in
initial employment — implies that establishments with a one standard deviation (0.35) higher
share of redeployed workers among initial employees have a 3.9 percent-lower annual exit
rate.34 Economically, this implies a 3 percent reduction in the three-year failure rate.35 Using
the LPM, Column 5 of Table 9 shows this finding to be robust to the inclusion of openingyear-state-industry fixed effects. The LPM coefficient is smaller because it represents the
percentage-point (rather than percent) reduction in the three-year exit rate. This coefficient
implies that, all else equal, establishments with a one standard deviation higher share of
redeployed workers among initial employees have a 1.5-percentage-point lower probability of
exit over their first three years. This corresponds to a 4.5 percent lower exit rate, which is
consistent with the Cox model.
Columns 2 and 6 break total inward redeployment down into measures of redeployment
by occupational category. Redeployment of managers has the largest positive effects on new
establishment performance. Increasing the share of redeployed managers in total first-year
33

We have estimated models excluding initial establishment size and the magnitude of redeployment effects
are larger than in the more conservative models we present.
34
1 − e(−0.114∗0.35) = 3.9
35
We calculate effects over three years as the predicted change in the probability of failure averaged over all
sample firms.
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employment by 10 percentage points is associated with a 3.1-percent-lower annual exit rate in
the Cox model and a 1.8-percentage-point (5 percent) lower three-year exit rate in the LPM.
The estimated coefficients on the shares of redeployed technical and administrative workers
are also negative and significant, albeit smaller than those for managers. The coefficients on
professionals and service and production workers are negative but not statistically significant.
To further probe the explanatory power of our theorized mechanism — the transfer
of firm-specific knowledge — we directly measure the average firm-specific experience of
a new establishment’s initial employees and include this variable along with redeployment
intensity in Columns 3 and 7 of Table 9. The average firm-specific experience measure
differentiates both between establishments that do and do not receive redeployed workers
and between those which receive workers with different levels of firm-specific experience.
We also control for employees’ experience outside the focal-firm. Several striking patterns
emerge from the analysis. While both firm-specific and other experience reduce the exit
probability, the firm-specific component has a significantly larger effect. A one-year increase
in the average firm-specific experience of initial employees is associated with an 8.1-percentlower exit probability (Cox) or a 1.4-percentage-point lower three-year exit rate (LPM).36
Meanwhile, a one-year increase in employees’ other experience reduces the annual exit rate by
1.6 percent (Cox) or 0.4 percentage points (LPM). Once firm-specific experience is included
in the model, the coefficient on redeployment intensity is no longer significant in Columns 3
and 7, suggesting that mechanisms related to firm-specific experience drive the relationship
between redeployment and establishment survival. For comparison, including measures of
the average industry-specific experience of initial employees in Columns 4 and 8 does not
yield a similar pattern; the raw measure of redeployment intensity remains independently
significant and of similar magnitude as in the baseline specifications. This result supports
the conclusion that redeployment affects establishment performance via mechanisms related
to firm-specific experience rather than employees’ overall experience or quality.
36

These numbers correspond to reductions in the three-year failure rate of roughly 6.7 and 4.2 percent
respectively.
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Overall, the results of the survival analysis provide evidence consistent with the view that
redeployment, via the transfer of firm-specific experience embedded in workers — especially
in managers — meaningfully increases survival rates of new establishments in multi-business
firms.

4.4.2

Redeployment and employee wages

To further distinguish redeployment motivated by knowledge sharing from that motivated by
relative industry downturns, we analyze workers’ wages following redeployment. We estimate
a worker-level model for hourly salary that includes an indicator for redeployment and a rich
set of controls:
ln hwit = βRwit + γ 0 Xwt + uwit + wit

(6)

where hwit is worker w’s hourly salary at establishment i in year t, Rwit is an indicator for
worker w being redeployed to establishment i in year t, and Xwt is a vector of worker-specific
controls.37 uwit includes a rich set of fixed effects, which we vary by specification. In our
preferred model, we estimate Equation 6 with establishment-occupation and establishmentyear fixed effects, effectively comparing workers in the same five-digit occupation and in the
same establishment during the same year. The coefficient of interest is β, which describes
the difference in log salary between redeployed and other workers.
Columns 1–2 of Table 10 show that redeployed workers earn wages in their destination
establishment that are 3.5–6 percent higher than those of their peers. Similarly, Column
3, which includes a worker fixed effect, indicates that workers earn 5–6 percent more upon
redeployment. The fact that redeployed workers earn a wage premium over similar coworkers
supports the theory that redeployment may be motivated by knowledge transfer and used
37

The dependent variable is the worker’s hourly contract salary and not actual pay received; this means
that the estimated effects of redeployment are not driven by one-time relocation bonuses. The vector Xwt
includes establishment size and firm size (log employees), establishment and firm age, firm establishment
and industry count, indicators for opening and closing, firm-specific experience, three education levels,
gender, age, and age-squared.
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as a tool to reallocate especially productive employees.38
[TABLE 10 about here.]

4.5

Alternative mechanisms

The phenomenon of worker redeployment in the corporate strategy literature is related to —
but distinct from — the broader phenomenon of employee mobility. Resource redeployment
research emphasizes firm-level decisions to permanently shift resources within the firm. Research on employee mobility, however, emphasizes employees’ own decisions to move within
or between firms for reasons not necessarily related to changes in the firm’s opportunity cost
of allocating human capital across activities. In this section, we address several alternative
explanations for employee mobility — career progression, worker-motivated relocation, and
job rotation — and discuss the extent to which they explain features of what we term redeployment. We show that these alternative explanations do not account for the bulk of the
phenomenon.
Career progression (promotions). In addition to being redeployed, workers may also
move between a firm’s establishments as part of a vertical promotion (e.g., Bidwell & Keller,
2014; Doeringer & Piore, 1971). To identify to what extent our measured redeployments
may pick up promotions, we use two approaches. In the first, we code any measured worker
redeployment associated with a change in six-digit occupation code as a potential promotion,39 then label any move between occupations which differ by 10 percent or more in the
average wage they pay a promotion.40 In the second approach, we rely on hierarchical cate38

These results also help address the possibility of alternative explanations for worker movement that emphasize workers’ preferences, which we further discuss below.
39
Among redeployed workers, 16 percent change six-digit occupation code.
40
We calculate the average wage paid to workers by occupation using out-of-sample RAIS data from the year
2003 so that the criteria for identifying promotions are not influenced by the specifics of our sample. The
wage criterion is motivated by research on internal labor markets (Baker, Gibbs & Holmstrom, 1994a,b;
Murphy, 1985), which suggests that the increase in workers’ wages at promotion is small relative to the
average difference in wages between their old and new titles. Prior research finds differences in average
wages between hierarchy layers of 40 percent or more for lower levels of the hierarchy and 20 percent or
more for the highest levels.
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gories that map to Brazil’s occupation codes (see Online Appendix B) and label any worker
transition from a lower to a higher hierarchy level — for example, from a mid-level technician
to a manager — as a promotion. Combining these two criteria, we find that 9.4 percent of
our redeployments may be promotions. For comparison, Table 11 shows summary statistics
when likely promotions are excluded from the count of redeployments. We perform all main
analyses presented in the paper excluding likely promotions and the results are robust to
this exercise.41
[TABLE 11 about here.]
Worker-motivated relocation. Employees may relocate across labor markets in response to wage and amenity differences (Roback, 1982; Rosen, 1986) and firms may compensate valuable employees in part by offering them positions in high-amenity locations.
Research in labor and urban economics predicts that if all markets offered identical wages,
workers would prefer to live in places with better amenities (such as Rio de Janeiro’s beaches).
In turn, these models predict that, all else equal, places with better amenities should have
lower wages (Roback, 1982). Therefore, worker movements to more (less) desirable locations
should be accompanied by wage decreases (increases). However, our results show that redeployed workers tend to earn more than their peers after redeployment (Table 10). Moreover,
they also tend to receive wage increases coincident with redeployment regardless of where
they relocate.42 Thus, we find no strong evidence that redeployment is driven by workers
choosing more desirable locations.43
However, financial remuneration and amenities are not the only reasons workers relocate.
Dahl & Sorenson (2010, 2012) show that many people, including skilled technical workers
and entrepreneurs, have a strong preference to live near family and friends. We therefore
41

Tables with these additional results are available from the authors.
The median salary increase in the year of redeployment is 6 percent and only 4 percent of movers take a
cut in their hourly pay. These statistics are similar for workers relocating both across and within narrowly
defined micro-regions (roughly the size of commuting zones), which further suggests workers are not earning
a compensating differential in exchange for moving to less-desirable geographic locations.
43
We do not argue that compensating differentials do not exist, but that the subset of mobility we term
redeployment is unlikely to be an artifact of workers moving across locations with differing amenities.
42
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examine whether redeployed workers typically move to their region of birth.44 This analysis
is necessarily coarse because birthplaces are divided into only nine regions. We find, however,
that only 11 percent of redeployments correspond to workers moving to their region of birth
from another region. For comparison, if birth locations and movements were entirely random,
we would expect 9 percent of movements to follow this pattern. This suggests that most of
the mobility we label redeployment is not explained by workers moving closer to family.
Job rotation. Finally, we examine the possibility that what we term redeployment may
be better described as job rotation or temporary work assignments. Research in international
business demonstrates that multinational firms frequently use job rotation and expatriation
to develop employees, especially managers (Edström & Galbraith, 1977; Ondrack, 1985).45
In these programs, high-potential employees move every few years across positions to develop
new skills, enhance their understanding of the firm’s businesses, and expand their interpersonal networks in ways conducive to career advancement (Chattopadhyay & Choudhury,
2017; Choudhury, 2020; Podolny & Baron, 1997). Job rotations and temporary work assignments are distinct from redeployment (Helfat & Eisenhardt, 2004), which is permanent in
that there is no intention at the time the resource is redeployed to return it to its original use.
For worker movements to be consistent with a job rotation explanation, we should observe
(a) repeated movements of redeployed workers and (b) simultaneous movement into and out
of establishments, since rotation, by definition, implies that an outgoing manager is replaced
by an incoming manager. Neither of these features describes a large share of redeployment
in our data. With respect to repeat mobility, 85 percent of redeployments are the worker’s
first move and 81 percent of redeployed workers have only a single move during the nine-year
sample period.46 With respect to simultaneous movements (replacing outgoing workers with
44

The ninth digit of a Brazilian social security number corresponds to the fiscal region responsible for issuing
it. Social security numbers are unique and immutable; we therefore use this digit as a proxy for workers’
regions of birth, a likely location of family.
45
This literature typically focuses on multinational enterprises, but our sample is limited to Brazilian establishments. We examine these explanations, however, because the motivations for employee mobility
contemplated in this literature (e.g., human capital development) could also explain domestic geographic
mobility in our sample.
46
Among workers with multiple redeployments, the average time between moves is 1.5 years.
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incoming workers), we find that 72 percent of inward redeployments have no accompanying
outward redeployment at the same establishment in the same year. Moreover, even when
establishments have both incoming and outgoing redeployments in the same year, the flows
are unbalanced. Rates of incoming and outgoing redeployment are not correlated (ρ = .05)
and flows in the dominant direction are on average five times greater than reverse flows.
The employee mobility we observe is therefore consistent with firms permanently shifting
resource stocks and inconsistent with explanations that would predict balanced flows into
and out of establishments.
Taken together, these additional tests and our main results suggest that the worker
redeployment we observe is distinct from other forms of employee mobility. Our claim is
not that these alternative theories have no power to explain lateral, intra-firm mobility, but
rather that much of the movement we observe and categorize as redeployment (a subset of
all employee movement) is not largely explained by these alternative theories.

5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

For many firms, human capital is their most valuable resource and a key source of competitive advantage (Barney, 1991; Coff, 1997). However, our understanding of how firms
internally allocate human capital among competing uses is limited. We address this gap
by documenting to what extent and when multi-business firms redeploy workers between
establishments.
We leverage a detailed employer-employee matched dataset to directly observe the redeployment of workers for a large sample of multi-business firms in Brazil. We find that
internal worker redeployment is significant — averaging 12 percent of an establishment’s
new hires — and that it is especially important for staffing new establishments, which on
average source 26 percent of their initial workforce from within the firm.
We expand on the prevailing theory that firms redeploy resources in order to escape
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from relatively underperforming businesses, showing that they also use redeployment to
support growth of successful businesses. We report four main results that support this
view. First, roughly half of all redeployment occurs within the same five-digit industry.
Second, firms are more likely to redeploy workers to new establishments when they expand
in their existing industries than when they diversify into new industries. Third, the likelihood
of an establishment redeploying workers is positively correlated with the firm’s growth in
that establishment’s industry. Finally, the profile of workers most likely to be redeployed
(employees with considerable firm-specific experience and managers) suggests that firms use
redeployment to transfer key capabilities. Consistent with this, we find that wages increase
upon redeployment and that new establishments receiving redeployed workers — especially
managers and those with firm-specific experience — are more likely to survive.
Our findings have several novel implications. One is that resource redeployment can be
a capability that provides an advantage not only in diversification and in resource reconfiguration following acquisitions (Anand & Singh, 1997; Capron, Dussauge & Mitchell, 1998;
Capron & Mitchell, 1998), but also organic growth (Penrose, 1959). The idea that firms may
dynamically use their resources as “stepping stones” for related diversification dates back to
Wernerfelt (1984). Our results imply that firms also use their resources as stepping stones in
horizontal expansion. This suggests that resources are likely to flow from units with strong
resource positions to those that are weaker. We find support for the use of human capital
(especially managerial human capital) as a stepping stone for the creation of new establishments. This view implies that multi-unit and single-business firms can also benefit from the
option to redeploy workers; for example, to open a new establishment in their current line of
business. Future research may explore the possibility that successfully redeploying human
capital is a mechanism behind the robust finding that incumbent firms tend to outperform
de novo entrants in many settings (e.g., Balasubramanian, 2011; Chen, Williams & Agarwal,
2012).
Although this study enhances our understanding of worker redeployment, there are limi-
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tations and opportunities for future research. First, although this is among the first studies
to directly observe resource redeployment in a large sample of firms, we are unable to observe
redeployment within establishments; for example, across product lines. Future studies may
leverage data on resource allocation within individual plants to examine the prevalence of
within-establishment redeployment and how it differs from the cross-establishment patterns
we observe. Second, while we are able to study redeployment across a wide sample of firms
and sectors, we are limited to a single country, Brazil. This country’s national labor regulations limit our ability to explore the extent to which redeployment is affected by institutions.
Institutional voids in external markets for human capital and regulatory frictions will affect
the value and prevalence of worker redeployment (Belenzon & Tsolmon, 2016; Khanna &
Palepu, 2000). If institutional factors greatly contribute to the prevalence of worker redeployment in Brazil, then our findings may not generalize. The increasing availability of
administrative data from several countries (including Denmark, Sweden, and Germany) provides opportunities for scholars to compare the use of worker redeployment across different
contexts. Another promising area for future research is to examine the importance of team
and worker co-mobility for successful redeployment. Studies have shown that joint mobility
of teams is critical for inter-firm knowledge transfer (Groysberg, Lee & Nanda, 2008; Hamilton, Nickerson & Owan, 2003). Given the advantage of firms over markets as vehicles for
knowledge transfer (Grant, 1996; Kogut & Zander, 1992), it would be valuable to examine
the extent to which this finding holds in the intra-firm context.
This study has sought to enrich our understanding of the empirical extent and theoretical
drivers of worker redeployment in multi-business firms. We have offered a broader conception of inducements by relaxing the implicit assumption that they are driven by conditions
affecting industry-level returns. Rather, we have theorized that both external, industry-level
conditions (“external inducements”) and establishment- and firm-level factors (“internal inducements”) drive redeployment. This broader conceptualization of inducements expands
the set of conditions under which redeployment creates value and allows theory to better
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match empirical patterns of redeployment. Our empirical work provides evidence consistent
with the view that worker redeployment plays an important role, not only in shifting resources away from relatively mature or declining businesses, but also in enabling horizontal
growth.
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TABLES

TABLE 1 Characteristics of internal and external inducements
Internal inducements

External inducements

Source of inducement

Establishment-level processes
such as learning, resource accumulation, and knowledge creation

Industry- or product market
shocks that affect market attractiveness (relative prices)

Main decision criterion

Relative marginal product

Relative marginal revenue (relative prices)

Likely destination of redeployment

New or existing establishments
in the same industry or product
market as the origin

New or existing establishments
in a different industry or product market than origin

Likely origin of redeployment

Continuing, well-performing unit

Closing/under-performing unit

Likely employee redeployed

Managerial employee with high
levels of firm-specific experience

Employees with high firing costs
and less favorable external labor
market conditions

Typical example

Amazon redeploys seasoned
manager from Seattle to staff
new Virginia headquarter

Uber redeploys a driver from the
Rides to the Uber Eats business
in response to negative demand
shock to the Rides business
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TABLE 2 Firm and Establishment Summary Statistics
Panel A. Firm summary statistics
Variable
Establishments
Industries
Openings
Closings
Firm Age (years)
Firm Employees
Firm Unique Employees
Firm-Industry Growth (%)
Firm-Industry-Region Growth (%)

mean

sd

p10

p25

p50

p75

p90

p95

3.8
2.2
0.4
0.3
13.4
250
377
11.7
16.8

7.5
0.8
1.5
1.4
7.2
1,323
2,109
100
102

2
2
0
0
3
4
8
-100
-94

2
2
0
0
7
10
17
-18
-13

2
2
0
0
13
29
48
0
0

3
2
0
0
21
109
173
32
36

6
3
1
1
21
429
658
200
200

10
3
1
2
21
971
1,443
200
200

mean

sd

p10

p25

p50

p75

p90

p95

0.10
0.08
0.05
0.05
8.6
66
99
35
33
3
3

0.29
0.27
0.21
0.21
7.4
299
428
180
169
31
32

0
0
0
0
1
1
2
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
2
2
5
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
6
9
14
4
4
0
0

0
0
0
0
14
31
50
17
16
1
1

0
0
0
0
21
117
184
61
57
4
4

1
1
0
0
21
264
397
130
120
9
9

Panel B. Establishment summary statistics
Variable
Opening
Closing
Diversification
Horizontal Expansion
Establishment Age (years)
Employees
Unique Employees
New Hires
Separations
Inward Redeployment
Outward Redeployment

Note: Panel A: Observations are firm-years, except for Firm-Industry Growth and FirmIndustry-Region Growth, which are measured at the firm-industry and firm-industry-region levels
respectively. Establishments and Industries refer to the count of each. Openings is the number of
newly created establishments; Closings is the number of closed establishments. Firm Employees
refers to workers on payroll as of December 31. Firm Unique Employees refers to the number of
distinct workers during the calendar year.
Panel B: Observations are establishment-years. Opening and Closing are indicators for new
and closing establishments respectively. Diversification indicates an establishment opening in an
industry new to the firm. Horizontal Expansion indicates an establishment opening in one of
the firm’s existing industries. Employees refers to workers on payroll as of December 31 and
Unique Employees refers to the count of unique individuals on payroll at any point during the
year. Separations refers to workers leaving the establishment.
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TABLE 3 Worker summary statistics
Variable

mean

sd

p10

p25

p50

p75

p90

p95

Redeployed Out
Log wage
Firm experience (years)
Industry experience (years)
Age (years)
Female

0.03
1.7
2.7
2.8
32.8
0.30

0.18
0.9
4.0
3.8
10.2
0.46

0
0.9
0
0
21
0

0
1.1
0
0
25
0

0
1.4
1
1
31
0

0
1.9
3.7
4
39
1

0
2.8
8.5
8.4
48
1

0
3.3
12.4
11.5
52
1

Education groups
Below high school
High school
Higher education

0.43
0.46
0.11

0.49
0.50
0.31

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1
1
0

1
1
1

1
1
1

Occupation groups
Manager
Professional
Technician & Admin.
Service & Production

0.03
0.05
0.24
0.68

0.16
0.22
0.43
0.47

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1

0
0
0
1

0
0
1
1

0
0
1
1

Note: Observations are worker-years. Redeployed Out is an indicator variable for a worker being
redeployed out of an establishment in a year. Log wage is log, hourly salary in reais. Education
and occupation groups are indicator variables.

TABLE 4 Redeployment summary statistics
Condition

mean

sd

p50

p75

p90

p95

p99

Inward redeployment as percentage of
Employees
New Hires
Employees in Opening Establishments

5
12
26

16
25
36

0
0
0

2
11
50

14
50
94

33
80
100

98
100
100

Outward redeployment as percentage of
Employees
Separations
Employees in Closing Establishments

5
11
19

14
24
34

0
0
0

1
10
25

12
44
89

25
68
100

88
100
100

Note: Observations are establishment-years and numbers represent percentages. Inward redeployments are workers joining an establishment from another establishment owned by the same
firm; outward redeployments are workers leaving an establishment for another establishment of
the same firm. Numbers for hires and separations (i.e. workers leaving the establishment) are
conditional on anyone being hired or exiting that year.
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TABLE 5 Within and cross-industry redeployment
Opening Establishments
All
Establishments

All

Horizontal
Expansion

Closing
Establishments

Observed Redeployment
Within-Industry
Cross-Industry

55%
45%

53%
47%

68%
32%

54%
46%

Potential Redeployment
Within-Industry
Cross-Industry

36%
64%

39%
61%

49%
51%

33%
67%

Category

Note: Table shows the percentage of redeployments that are within- and cross-industry for
different sub-samples of establishments. Observed redeployment shares are calculated using redeployments as measured in the data. Potential redeployment shares are calculated using all
possible lateral worker movements (i.e., opportunities for redeployment) regardless of whether
they actually occurred. Rows labeled “Within-Industry” refer to the share of redeployments between establishments operating in the same five-digit industry, while “Cross-Industry” refers to
redeployments that result in the worker changing five-digit industry code.

TABLE 6 Inward redeployment and establishment openings
Dependent variable:

Opening

Redeployment / Employees
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

0.212
(0.002)

0.165
(0.003)
0.092
(0.004)

0.133
(0.002)

0.102
(0.003)
0.057
(0.005)

118,399
422,850
0.17

118,399
422,850
0.18

109,164
345,715
0.03

109,164
345,715
0.04

Opening × Horizontal Expansion
Establishments
Observations
Adjusted R2

Redeployment / New Hires

Note: The unit of observation is an establishment-year. The dependent variable in Columns
1–2 is inward redeployment divided by employees; the dependent variable in Columns 3–4 is
inward redeployment divided by new hires (conditional on any hiring). Opening is an indicator
for new establishments and Horizontal Expansion indicates an establishment opening in one of
the firm’s existing industries. All models include controls for firm age, count of establishments
and industries, and log of firm employees (excluding the employees of the focal establishment),
as well as establishment and year fixed effects. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered by
establishment.
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TABLE 7 Outward redeployment and growth
Dependent variable:

Outward Redeployment / Employees

(1)

CrossIndustry
(2)

WithinIndustry
(3)

0.092
(0.053)

-1.206
(0.044)

1.298
(0.033)

All

Firm-industry growth
Firm-industry-region growth
Establishments
Observations
Adjusted R2

82,490
376,001
0.26

82,490
376,001
0.21

82,490
376,001
0.26

(4)

CrossIndustry
(5)

WithinIndustry
(6)

-0.599
(0.053)

-1.244
(0.042)

0.645
(0.037)

82,501
374,016
0.26

82,501
374,016
0.21

82,501
374,016
0.25

All

Note: The unit of observation is an establishment-year. Columns labelled “All” refer to both
cross- and within-industry redeployments. Coefficients and standard errors are multiplied by 100
for presentation purposes. All models include establishment and year fixed effects as well as the
controls used for Table 6. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered by establishment.

TABLE 8 Redeployment by worker type
Dependent variable:

Redeployed Out (0/1)
WithinIndustry

CrossIndustry

(3)

(4)

(5)

2.439
(0.097)
0.863
(0.096)
0.704
(0.045)

1.705
(0.076)
0.620
(0.070)
0.369
(0.031)

0.734
(0.052)
0.242
(0.065)
0.335
(0.031)

0.041
(0.005)

0.035
(0.005)

0.031
(0.003)

0.004
(0.003)

112,560
40,472,614
0.15

112,560
40,472,614
0.15

112,560
40,472,614
0.15

112,560
40,472,614
0.14

All
(1)
Manager
Professional
Technician & Admin.

2.457
(0.098)
0.867
(0.097)
0.724
(0.045)

Firm Experience (years)
Establishments
Observations
Adjusted R2

(2)

112,560
40,472,616
0.15

Note: Observations are worker-years. Coefficients and standard errors are multiplied by 100 for
presentation purposes and reflect the percentage point increase in the probability of redeployment.
The omitted job category is Service & Production workers. All models include establishment and
year fixed effects as well as controls for the log wage, age, age2 , gender, and worker’s education
group and well as the log of establishment employees. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered
by establishment.
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TABLE 9 Inward redeployment and new establishment survival
Dependent variable:

Exit (Opening Year–2014)
Cox Survival Model
(1)

Redeployment / Employees:
All Employees

(2)

-0.114
(0.032)

Managers

(3)

(4)

(5)

0.043
(0.039)

-0.080
(0.033)

-0.043
(0.012)

-0.317
(0.148)
-0.162
(0.159)
-0.162
(0.058)
-0.039
(0.041)

Professionals
Technicians & Admin.
Service & Production
Firm Experience (avg.)

(6)

(7)

(8)

-0.016
(0.013)

-0.036
(0.012)

-0.175
(0.049)
-0.082
(0.058)
-0.049
(0.022)
-0.016
(0.017)
-0.085
(0.011)
-0.016
(0.004)

Other Experience (avg.)
Industry Experience (avg.)

-0.014
(0.003)
-0.004
(0.001)
-0.014
(0.008)
-0.024
(0.004)

Other Industry Exp. (avg.)
Fixed effects:
Open year
State
Industry
Open year-State-Industry
Observations
Pseudo R2
Adjusted R2

Exit Within 3 Years
Linear Probability Model

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

29,739
0.013

29,739
0.014

29,739
0.014

29,739
0.014

-0.003
(0.003)
-0.005
(0.001)

Yes
22,949

Yes
22,949

Yes
22,949

Yes
22,949

0.159

0.161

0.161

0.160

Note: Observations are establishments opened during 2005–2011. All independent variables are measured
in the year of establishment opening. Columns 1–4 report Cox model coefficients. Firm experience (avg.)
is the average years of firm-specific experience of the establishment’s employees. Other Experience (avg.),
Industry Experience (avg.), and Other Industry Experience (avg.) are the average years of outside the focal
firm experience, average years of industry-specific experience, and average years of outside of focal industry
experience, respectively. All models control for the log of establishment employees, whether the establishment
is a diversification, firm age, count of establishments and industries, log firm employees (excluding the
employees of the focal establishment), and the number of closings in the firm. Columns 2 and 6 also control
for the share of each occupation group in establishment employees. Standard errors in parentheses are
clustered by firm.
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TABLE 10 Wages of redeployed workers
Dependent variable:

Redeployed In
Fixed Effects:
Establishment
Job
Year
Establishment-Job
Establishment-Year
Worker
Establishments
Observations
Adjusted R2

Log wage
(1)

(2)

(3)

0.058
(0.003)

0.035
(0.003)

0.051
(0.007)

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

112,389
39,827,809
0.74

Yes
107,799
34,476,906
0.81

104,860
39,480,758
0.90

Note: Observations are worker-level. The independent variable is an indicator for workers that joined an establishment via redeployment. All models
include controls for the worker’s firm experience in years, age, age2 , gender, and education group as well as establishment age, establishment opening, closing, log employees, and all other firm controls used in Table 6 (except where absorbed by the fixed effects). Observation counts differ across
columns because singletons are dropped prior to estimation (Correia, 2015).
Standard errors in parentheses are clustered by establishment.

TABLE 11 Redeployment summary statistics excluding promotions
Condition

mean

sd

p50

p75

p90

p95

p99

Inward redeployment (excluding promotions) as percentage of
Employees
5
15
0
New Hires
11
24
0
Employees in Opening Establishments
24
35
0

1
8
50

12
43
88

31
71
100

90
100
100

Outward redeployment (excluding promotions) as percentage of
Employees
4
13
0
Separations
10
22
0
Employees in Closing Establishments
19
34
0

1
7
25

10
36
89

23
63
100

80
100
100

Note: Observations are establishment-years and numbers represent redeployments excluding
promotions as a percentage of employees in each category. Inward redeployments are workers
joining an establishment from another establishment owned by the same firm via a lateral (nonpromotion) job change; outward redeployments are workers leaving an establishment for another
establishment of the same firm without a promotion. Numbers for hires and separations (i.e. workers leaving the establishment) are conditional on anyone being hired or exiting.
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(a) Inward redeployment, years since opening (b) Outward redeployment, years until closing

FIGURE 1 Shares of total redeployment by establishment age

(a) Redeployment as percentage of employees (b) Redeployment as percentage of new hires

FIGURE 2 Inward redeployment by establishment age and type of growth
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FIGURES

Note: Binned scatterplots created using the model in Table 7 to visualize the estimated relationship between growth and redeployment. The figure shows a negative relationship between
cross-industry redeployment and growth — i.e., firms are less likely to redeploy away from wellperforming businesses. There is a positive relationship between within-industry redeployment and
growth — i.e., firms are more likely to redeploy workers within well-performing businesses.

FIGURE 3 Outward redeployment and employment growth
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Online Appendices
A

INDUSTRIES REPRESENTED IN THE SAMPLE

Table 12 shows the industry composition of the firms included in the sample.
[TABLE 12 about here.]

B

OCCUPATION CODES AND HIERARCHY

The first digit of the occupation codes in our data classifies workers as:

1. Directors (and managers) of organizations
2. Professionals in the arts and sciences
3. Mid-level technicians
4. Administrative services workers
5. Services and retail sales workers
6. Agriculture, forestry, and fishing workers
7. Workers in the production of industrial goods and services
8. Workers in the production of industrial goods and services47
9. Repair and maintenance services workers
We classify the first group as “Managers”, group two as “Professionals”, groups three
and four as “Technicians and Administrators”, and groups five through nine as “Service and
Production Workers.”
47

The titles of groups 7 and 8 are identical; group 8 is simply an extension of group 7.
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C

CHECKS ON MEASUREMENT OF ESTABLISHMENT OPENINGS

In this appendix we describe the robustness checks that we implement in order to ensure
that what we code as new establishments in the data are not cases of re-classification of
existing establishments.
We measure Opening as an indicator variable for the first year in which a new, unique
establishment identifier (establishment CNPJ) appears in our data, which is also the first year
it has any employees. There are several ways in which we may be over-estimating openings by
using this methodology. One possibility is that of re-coding — i.e., an existing establishment
that is allocated a new CNPJ identifier. While the CNPJ is meant to be a permanent
identifier, there are limited reasons when firms may re-register their existing establishments
(Muendler et al., 2012). A second possibility is that an existing establishment splits up
into multiple legal entities, each with a different CNPJ identifier. Through interviews with
Brazilian officials, we have learned that this practice is sometimes known to occur in the retail
sector, where companies split up in this manner in order to avoid reaching certain revenue
thresholds above which they are subject to higher tax rates. Finally, existing establishments
may relocate and, in the process, request and be assigned a new identifier.
To evaluate each of these potential sources of measurement error, we create a set of
criteria that identifies potential cases of re-coding, split-ups and re-locations among the set
of Opening establishments. These are described in Table 13. Applying the criteria to the
data, we find that 4.3 percent of measured new plant openings may be related to one of these
types of misclassification. Of these cases, 0.9 percent are potential re-codings of existing
plants, 2.6 percent are potential split-ups, and 0.8 percent are potential re-locations. Our
analyses are substantially unchanged if we exclude these cases from our sample of Opening
establishments.
[TABLE 13 about here.]
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D

LOGIT MODELS OF REDEPLOYMENT

In Table 8, we examine which workers are redeployed using a linear probability model (LPM).
As a robustness check, in this appendix we estimate this relationship with a logit model.
Since our worker-level data consist of approximately 40 million observations from more than
100,000 establishments, estimating non-linear models with high dimensional fixed effects is
computationally difficult or infeasible. Therefore, we estimate the logit model on a 30 percent
random sample of our data and include an establishment random effect. Table 14 shows
the percentage change in redeployment predicted from the logit model (Columns 4–6) and
compares these to the LPM estimates (Columns 1–3). Across all models, managers are more
likely to be redeployed than employees in other occupation groups and the effect is especially
pronounced for within industry redeployment. Moreover, average marginal effects based on
the logit model are similar to those from the LPM. A one standard deviation increase in
firm-specific experience raises the probability of redeployment by 4.3 percent according to the
LPM (Column 1) and by 5.6 percent in the logit model (Column 4). Examining differences
between within-industry (Columns 2 and 5) and cross-industry redeployment (Columns 3
and 6) shows that the effect of firm-specific experience is 6–7 times greater for within-industry
redeployment.
Thus, our conclusions are not sensitive to the alternative model choice. Both models
support Hypotheses 3b–3c. We prefer the use of the LPM as our primary model because it
allows us to easily control for unobserved establishment- and firm-level factors with multidimensional fixed effects.48 Finally, while LPM predictions can fall outside the 0–1 range and
about 20 percent of the predicted probabilities for the model in column 4 of Table 8 do, we
find that they do so only slightly.49 Moreover, estimated probabilities outside the meaningful
0–1 range are less problematic in our setting because the parameters of interest to us is the
48

Non-linear models that control for this heterogeneity by including dummy variables could suffer from an
incidental parameters problem.
49
The smallest value is -0.06 and less than 1 percent of predictions are below -0.013. The largest value is
1.03 and less than 1 percent of predictions exceed 1.
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average marginal effect across the entire distribution of a given independent variable (such
as managerial occupation), rather than predicted probabilities of redeployment for specific
individuals or partial effects at extreme values.
[TABLE 14 about here.]

E

POTENTIAL ENDOGENEITY OF ESTABLISHMENT OPENINGS

Hypothesis 1a predicts that redeployment will more likely be destined to new compared to
ongoing establishments. One mechanism that can drive this pattern is low resource stocks
in new establishments which raise the marginal returns to incremental resources. A second
possibility is the classic example of Penrose (1959), where learning-by-doing or diseconomies
of scale in existing businesses cause their returns to decline and motivate the opening of
new establishments. As Penrose (1959, p. 49), explains, “Many of the productive services
created through an increase in knowledge that occurs as a result of experience gained in
the operation of the firm as time passes will remain unused if the firm fails to expand.” In
other words, new establishment openings may be are motivated by (rather than motivate)
resource redeployment. In this appendix, we further distinguish among these two possibilities
and discuss how new establishment openings motivated by low resource returns in existing
establishments — what may be termed “endogenous openings” — would affect our empirical
analysis and findings.
Consider a firm active in a single business x that earns profit πx (r) in each period, where
πx is a random variable with expected value E[πx (r)]. At the beginning of each period, the
firm decides whether to continue to allocate resources to x or to remove resources from x,
either by divesting them via external markets or internally redeploying them. If a firm divests
resources via external markets, it can re-coup some share of the resource value, denoted by
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ar where a < 1 (Lieberman et al., 2016).50 The firm can also open a new establishment in
business y and redeploy resources to it, in which case it earns E[πy (r)].
We define endogenous openings as cases where E(πx ) < ar and E(πy ) > ar. In other
words, returns to resource r in the current business are low enough to warrant divestment. At
the same time, there exists a new business opportunity y such that the returns from internally
redeploying resources to it exceed what the firm could earn via external divestiture. The firm
opens the new business y and redeploys resources to it. We define an exogenous opening
as the case where E(πx ) > ar and E(πy ) > 0. In other words, the firm’s returns in the
current business are high enough that the firm would not contemplate external divestiture of
resources. At the same time, there exists a new business opportunity with positive expected
returns and the firm will pursue it by opening new establishment y. In this case, it is
ambiguous whether the firm will redeploy resources from x to y. This decision will depend
on the relative returns to resources in the destination relative to the origin, as discussed in
the theory section of this paper.
Comparing the two cases suggests that endogenous opening make it more likely to observe
redeployment concurrent with establishment openings — i.e., we would be more likely to find
support for Hypothesis 1a. In Case 1, the firm will always redeploy resources from the origin
to the new business. In Case 2, the redeployment decision will be made after the decision to
open the new establishment and will depend on relative returns in the old and new businesses.
Openings will not necessarily lead to redeployment. Note, also, that if a large share of
openings are endogenous, we should be less likely to find support for Hypothesis 2, namely
that firms redeploy resources away from growing and successful businesses, as endogenous
openings would occur when existing businesses inside the firm have very low marginal returns
to resources. We should also be less likely to find a positive association between redeployment
and new establishment performance. If firms at times use worker redeployment in order to
50

There is no lower bound on the value of a; a could be negative because the divestiture of resources may
cause losses. This possibility is especially relevant in our setting, which focuses on human capital resources.
There can be significant costs to the firm of laying off employees, such as payments of severance, early
retirement benefits, or other obligations.
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avoid costs that they would incur if laying off employees, this implies that even a lower
expected performance of a new business would justify opening and redeployment.

E.1

Implications for the empirical analysis

In order to place bounds on the possibility that endogenous openings are leading to an overestimation of the empirical importance of redeployment to new establishments that would be
observed absent endogenous openings, we perform several robustness checks on the findings
reported in Table 6. Each robustness check seeks to eliminate what are more likely to be
cases of endogenous establishment openings from the sample, then estimate the key effect of
interest on the remaining observations. First, we estimate the model in Equation 3 only on
the sub-sample of manufacturing firm establishments. Low resource returns in current establishments can be caused by a fixed local demand for a firm’s product. Service industries are
more likely to be non-traded and to serve local markets, and therefore, be subject to inelastic
local demand (Delgado, Porter & Stern, 2016). Meanwhile, estimates in the manufacturing
sub-sample are less likely subject to decreasing returns at the establishment level resulting
from fixed demand. Second, we estimate Equation 3 in the subsample of young firms only,
which we define as firms less than 10 years of age (Haltiwanger, Jarmin & Miranda, 2013).
Older firms have had more time to accumulate resources and saturate local demand. As a
result, they may be more likely to suffer from declining returns to resources, which could
incentivize endogenous openings. Finally, we exclude establishment-years from the analysis
which are concurrent with the closing of an establishments inside the firm. Closing establishments will have low resource returns and will often need to incur costs if laying workers off
(Tate & Yang, 2015). Therefore, a closure would more likely lead to a case of an endogenous
opening.
The results of these additional analyses are presented in Table 15. They confirm the main
finding; across all specifications, opening establishments and those representing horizontal
expansion receive more inward redeployment. While the parameter estimates are generally
6
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of similar magnitudes, they are lessened somewhat among young firms.
[TABLE 15 about here.]
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TABLE 12 Sample observations by sector
Sector
Agriculture
Fishing
Mining
Manufacturing
Utilities
Construction
Trade and repair of vehicles and household goods
Hospitality
Transport, storage, and communication
Finance and insurance
Real estate and business services
Education
Health and social services
Other community, social, and personal services
Domestic services
International organizations

Percent of
sample

CNAE 5-digit
industries

Establishmentyears

5.6
0.1
1.6
26.8
0.6
2.9
35.3
5.6
8.7
0.2
8.3
0.0
3.4
0.9
0.0
0.0

26
2
13
283
7
16
70
7
28
14
37
7
9
23
1
1

23,707
554
7,005
114,305
2,589
12,164
150,502
23,888
36,866
1,054
35,196
176
14,327
3,666
8
43

Note: Observations are establishment-years. Some establishments are in sectors otherwise excluded from the analysis (e.g., domestic services; see discussion of the data in Section 3) because
we remove firms from the sample based on their primary industry according to payroll.
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TABLE 13 Criteria for identifying potential misclassification of openings
Re-coding

Split-up

Relocation

Same as origin

Same as origin

Different from origin

Employees

Half or more of origin
employees “moved” to
“new” establishment

25 percent or more
of origin employees
“moved” to “new” establishment

Half or more of origin
employees “moved” to
“new” establishment

Origin establishment

Disappears or exits

Continues with reduced
workforce

Disappears or exits

New establishment
Location

Note: The table describes criteria used to identify potential cases of establishment re-coding, split-up,
and relocation. We code two establishments as being in the same location if they are located in the same
municipality. We define 50 percent or more of all origin employees moving to a destination as cases of potential
re-coding or relocation and 25 percent or more employees moving between an origin and destination as cases
of potential split-ups.

TABLE 14 Percentage increase in redeployment: Logit vs. OLS
OLS

(1)

WithinIndustry
(2)

CrossIndustry
(3)

82.9
(12.9)
29.3
(11.4)
23.9
(2.7)

105.5
(27.3)
38.4
(20.3)
22.8
(4.2)

4.3
(0.6)

7.0
(0.7)

All

Managers
Professionals
Technicians & Admin.
Firm Experience (years)

Logit

(4)

WithinIndustry
(5)

CrossIndustry
(6)

55.4
(17.6)
18.3
(24.8)
25.3
(6.4)

61.2
(2.3)
29.9
(1.3)
33.2
(0.4)

77.2
(5.5)
33.6
(2.8)
30.4
(0.8)

47.2
(5.0)
28.5
(3.0)
39.9
(1.1)

1.0
(0.8)

5.6
(0.1)

9.5
(0.1)

1.6
(0.1)

All

Note: Values show the predicted percentage increase in redeployment; standard errors are in parentheses.
Estimates for the occupational categories are the percentage increase in redeployment over the omitted
category, which is service and production workers. Estimates for firm-specific experience are for a one
standard deviation increase. For the OLS models, the percentage change is calculated relative to the mean
probability of redeployment. For the logit models, the percentage change is calculated by comparing average
predictive margins calculated via Stata’s margins command. Effects for the OLS models are calculated from
the coefficient estimates in Table 8 and effects for the logit model are based on estimates using a 30 percent
random sample of the data (10,235,097 observations on 16,229 establishments).
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10
30,689
113,214
0.15

0.200
(0.005)

(3)

30,689
113,214
0.16

0.116
(0.010)

0.137
(0.007)

(4)

Manufacturing

48,673
114,042
0.13

0.147
(0.003)

(5)

48,673
114,042
0.14

0.082
(0.006)

0.117
(0.004)

(6)

Young Firms

Inward Redeployment / Employees

99,385
312,043
0.16

0.192
(0.002)

(7)

99,385
312,043
0.16

0.078
(0.005)

0.160
(0.003)

(8)

No Closures

Note: The unit of observation is an establishment-year. The column titled ”All” includes the full sample of establishments and replicates the results of Table 6. Columns titled “Manufacturing” include only establishments in
manufacturing industries (CNAE divisions 15-37). Columns titled “Young firms” include only establishment belonging
to firms aged less than ten years. Columns titled “No closures” include only establishments in years when there is no
concurrent establishment closure in the firm. All models include establishment and year fixed effects as well as the
same controls as Table 6. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered by establishment.

118,399
422,850
0.18

118,399
422,850
0.17

Establishments
Observations
Adjusted R2

0.165
(0.003)

(2)

0.092
(0.004)

0.212
(0.002)

(1)

All

Opening × Horizontal Expansion

Opening

Dependent variable:

TABLE 15 Inward redeployment and establishment openings in sub-samples
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